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The Brussels based media art laboratory LAb[au] was founded by Manuel Abendroth, Jérôme Decock, Alexandre Plennevaux and Els Vermang, each with diverse backrounds in architecture, visual arts and music. They have since jointly created interactive artworks, audiovisual performances and scenographies, for which it develops its own software and interfaces. LAb[au] also founded the digital arts gallery, Mediaruimte in Brussels in 2003.
1.You have been influenced by?


LAb[au]: "Since it's founding in 1997 LAb[au] explores digital architecture and MetaDesign focusing on the question "how technologies of computation and communication transforms the construct of space on the level of its perception, interaction and meaning". LAb[au] projects span across a broad range, from experimental projects proper to the one of a lab to the one of production (bau = the construction). Our agency name LAb[au] is thus the result of different readings and pronunciations _ the one of the French phonetic writing of laboratory, 'labo' standing for a place of artistic and technological experimentation and research and the German reading of 'bau' which stands for construction and realisation. From this view point our references reside in the experimental and technological approach on art, such as the cybernetic art of the sixties and more precisely the one of Nicolas Schöffer, among many others. Further on, the use of 'Bau' isn't innocent and directly refers to the Bauhaus movement which for us stands as a breaking point in the artistic quest to examine and rearticulate the technological progress in relation to artistic practice and aesthetics. Their advance of industrial design stands for an artistic practice based on methods according to a technological progress, the industrial revolution which has a lot of common points to the questions we face according to the informational revolution we face nowadays. Mostly the methodological and reductionist approach in order to research is a proper aesthetic and practice, the one of design is a common ground for our work. Therefore we describe our work as MetaDesign describing this form of research in relation to advanced technologies of computation and communications."
***************************************************************************************************
2.What made you come up with the lighting concept at the Dexia Tower?


LAb[au]:"We had the extraordinary chance to experiment the way we can rethink urban space exploiting advanced technologies on a huge scale, the one of a 145m high skyscraper. In this sense the real-time interface allowing citizens to interact with the enlightening of the tower is far more than a fancy and playful device to create an attraction but it induces the involvement of everybody in the city image. For this reason it also was important for us that people could snap a picture showing their 'creation', the enlightened tower placed inside the Brussels skyline, in form of an electronic postcard, they could send as a greeting card for 2007 new years' wishes. The entire project, this communication chain, creates an exchange in between the individual and the public space, the collective sphere, exploiting IC technologies, its processes and logics, to create a new and contemporary form of urban artefacts.

Since a long time LAb[au] has been occupied with the active use of IC technologies to conceive and create spatial processes exploiting all the potentials these technologies can offer but which in this size we hadn't had the opportunity to realise so far."
***************************************************************************************************
3.What do you think about kinetic architecture?


LAb[au]:"In our recent project cycle 16n and the first 2 projects realised, framework and binary waves, we enlarged the reflections of the Dexia tower towards kinetic structures to find solutions besides the use of artificial light for day and night installations. Here the use of 'controlled' kinetic elements allows us to create different forms of interaction and readings proper to a 24h situation. We will pursue this reflexion with our next two installations 'nixie field', foreseen for 2009, and 'crt space' for 2010. Thanks to the kinetic vocabulary we hope to be able to have an interesting base, vocabulary, to react on different spatial contexts."

 
***************************************************************************************************
4.What are the main determinants in the design process for you?


LAb[au]:"For us, there are two main methods: the first one we describe as parameter design and the other as reductionism. The first aims to research a proper language, an aesthetic, derived from the technologies we apply. The second is to reduce the design to a basic set of rules allowing the vision of the 'set of rules' and the systems / processes, we apply. In summary, MetaDesign is about the setting of codes / language drawn from information sciences - cognitive science with that of process methods, design and spatial constructs - architecture in the general cultural paradigm and in the production and conception of today's signforms."
***************************************************************************************************
5.Any maxim you’d like to leave for our readers?


LAb[au]:"To answer this question I will return to The 'Touch' project which deals with the inter-action in between the citizen, the place, the skyscraper and the city based on an elementary and interactive language of light, geometric shapes and gesture recognition. The design aesthetics are directly deduced from abstract art such as Mondriaans 'elementarism' and Kandinsky's 'point and line to plane' as the skyscrapers architecture [ points = pixel = windows, lines and diagonals = levels and edges of the building and surface = facades ]. Further this vocabulary defines the interactivity design focusing on the architectural and urban quality of the project as it eliminate any metaphor, 'noise', from the shaped relation in between the public interaction and the building enlightening. The design thus focuses on the relational qualities expressed by an elementary language and exploits interactivity not as being a control system but rather a catalyst for these relational / representational parameters.

In this sense the most enhancing experience of the project is that such an abstract an architectural language is no border for everybody's understanding / interaction but in contrary can enhance everybody's appreciation and pleasure."
***************************************************************************************************
6.What are your current obsessions and preoccupations?


LAb[au]:"As mentioned, we are occupied with the setting of two new projects within the 16n cycle. The challenge for us is to create contemporary constructs of interaction and contemplation based on the tools which shape our society. Besides the realisation of these ongoing projects we pursuit our digital art gallery in Brussels called Mediaruimte http://www.mediaruimte.be , a space by artists, for artists, dedicated on experimentation, exhibition and research. This combination expresses our design between research and development, a preoccupation we follow since several years."
***************************************************************************************************
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